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ABSTRACT
We demonstrate a robot-assisted feeding system that enables

people with mobility impairments to feed themselves. Our system
design embodies Safety, Portability, and User Control, with com-
prehensive full-stack safety checks, the ability to be mounted on
and powered by any powered wheelchair, and a custom web-app
allowing care-recipients to leverage their own assistive devices for
robot control. For bite acquisition, we leverage multi-modal online
learning to tractably adapt to unseen food types. For bite trans-
fer, we leverage real-time mouth perception and interaction-aware
control. Co-designed with community researchers, our system has
been validated through multiple end-user studies.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Computer systems organization→ Robotics; Robotic auton-
omy; • Human-centered computing → Accessibility systems
and tools; Accessibility technologies.
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1 MOTIVATION AND SYSTEM OVERVIEW
In the United States alone, at least 1.8 million people require as-

sistance to eat [10]. This requirement can result in feelings of shame
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and dependence among care recipients and places a signi�cant bur-
den on caregivers [9], especially because feeding is among the most
time-consuming activity of daily living [4]. Robot-assisted feeding
systems o�er a promising solution for improving the quality of life
for care recipients and alleviating caregiver burden.

In this demonstration, we introduce a robot-assisted feeding
system, collaboratively designed with end-users for real-world de-
ployment. The system exempli�es the design principles of Safety,
Portability, and User Control in its hardware and software. Through
a web app interface, the user controls the execution of bite acqui-
sition (Section 2.4), which involves picking up food from a plate,
and bite transfer (Section 2.5), which involves delivering the food
to the care-recipient’s mouth. Our design has been informed by
studies with end-users [1, 9] and ongoing work with community
researchers with mobility impairments [9]. This system has been
rigorously tested through end-user studies and deployments over
several years [2, 5, 8], successfully feeding care-recipients with
severe medical conditions such as Multiple Sclerosis, Spinal Cord
Injury, Spinal Muscular Atrophy, and Arthrogryposis.

1.1 Hardware
The system has been designed for 2 robot arms, the Kinova Gen2

(JACO) and the Kinova Gen3. Both have 6 degrees of freedom and
can be powered directly from the user’s wheelchair’s battery. The
JACOhas beenmodi�edwith an eye-in-hand system that still allows
for continuous rotation of the wrist joint. The Gen3 has has been
modi�ed with a second camera. An Nvidia Jetson Nano developer
kit mounted on the wrist manages an Intel Realsense D415 RGBD
camera. When the feeding mode is active, the robot gripper holds
onto a custom, 3d-printed fork assembly. The tines of the fork
are attached to a 6-DOF ATI Nano25 force-torque transducer. The
sensor is powered and read by ATI’s battery-powered Wireless F/T.
Finally, the primary compute is a Lenovo Legion 5 laptop with an
Nvidia RTX 3060 6GBGPU, and the primary networking component
is a Cradlepoint IBR900 router, both of which are mounted on
the back of the user’s wheelchair. Both systems can be connected
directly to the 24V DC power provided on most wheelchairs, with
the laptop speci�cally drawing 65W over USB-C. The laptop in
turn connects to the robot over USB and to a standard accessibility
button over a 3.5mm aux cable for emergency stop. Links to exact
hardware speci�cations can be found on our websites1.

1https://robotfeeding.io and https://emprise.cs.cornell.edu/bitetransfer
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Figure 1: (Le�) Diagram of the system logic. The user drives the app, which calls an API on the robot computer. (Right) Hardware system for

both the Gen2 and Gen3 base. No external wires are needed.

1.2 Software

Our software stack is built on ROS2 and the ros2-control frame-
work2. We have con�gured hardware driver plugins that can swap
between the real robot, an IsaacSim, and a “mock” kinematics sim-
ulation. These plugins allow the entire system to operate both in
simulation and in the real world without any other modi�cations.
Above the hardware drivers is a collection of ROS2 controllers
that handle trajectory execution, PID, and compliant control. Non-
compliant velocity controllers implement “force gating”, where
execution will be aborted if the measured force or torque exceeds a
con�gurable threshold. Higher-level functions use MoveIt2.

Individual robot commands are logically organized into behavior
trees using py_trees. Some trees handle multi-part complex ac-
tions: e.g. AcquireFood, which computes the food and approach ref-
erence frames, executes an element of our action schema (Sec. 2.4),
and returns the robot to the resting position. Other trees handle sim-
pler actions: e.g. MoveAbovePlate, which executes a single MoveIt2
planning and execution call.

Our primary user interface is a React app that can be accessed
via the browser of any phone, tablet, or computer. Many people
with mobility impairments already utilize a variety of assistive
technologies to interact with computers and mobile devices, such
as a sip-n-pu�, chin joystick, voice interface, or head-activated
buttons. By operating as a web app on these devices, the feeding app
can integrate with all of these systems without requiring additional
con�guration. Further, the app is designed to provide users high
levels of control over and transparency into the system, to align
with user preferences [9] and empower them to use the system
without researcher intervention. Unlike previous iterations of the
feeding system, the app represents the “seat” of the logic for our
system. The �nite state machine driving the app utilizes ROS2
action servers, services, and topics to initiate, monitor, and preempt
robot actions, read from the sensors, write system parameters, and
generally dictate the logical �ow of the system (Fig. 1). The only
elements that bypass the app control are the emergency stop and
other safety components. This enables the user to have full control
to start, stop, and modify system execution at any time.

2 DESIGN AND TECHNICAL DETAILS

2.1 Design Principle: Safety

The robot-assisted feeding system should never cause harm to
its user. This is particularly salient for feeding given the intimacy of
the task and the potential danger of the tools involved. To achieve

2https://control.ros.org

this, we’ve developed our system with four distinct layers of safety,
each designed to protect end-users during the feeding process:

Compliant Hardware. For in-mouth transfer, we use silicone
utensils attached to a custom-designed utensil holder with a deliber-
ately engineered mechanical weak point. Should forces exceeding a
certain threshold be applied to the utensil’s tip, the weak point will
break. This is crucial for user safety; if too much force is applied
while the utensil is in the user’s mouth, it will break and only the
silicone tip will remain in the mouth, stopping all physical interac-
tion with the robot. In practice, our system has never required the
utensil to break during inside-mouth bite transfers.

Compliant Control. We utilize a hard force threshold dur-
ing non-transfer, velocity-controlled robot trajectories to stop all
motion when an unexpected contact occurs. During the delicate
inside-mouth transfer, we switch to torque control (with safe torque
limits) and utilize a self-developed compliant control module, en-
suring safety during physical interactions. Even incidental contact
between the fork and mouth is only mildly uncomfortable.

Software Anomaly Detection. We verify hard safety con-
straints with a “watchdog” system: invariants are checked in a
single node and an “all-clear” message is published frequently to
the rest of the system. This minimizes the code that needs to be
manually veri�ed and simpli�es the logic of other components:
if an all-clear message has not been received in a certain period,
shut down. For bite transfer, we also make use of explicit anomaly
detection, such as �ltering outliers in mouth perception by lever-
aging a "likely range” of head movements captured a priori, and
detecting and adapting to involuntary movement (muscle spasms)
by the care-recipient. Our methods prioritizes safety: we prefer
false positives (mistakenly detecting a spasm) over false negatives
(missing a real spasm).

Emergency Intervention. Two safety invariants checked by
the “watchdog” include the connectivity of the force sensor and
an emergency stop button placed near the care recipient’s head
that they can click. When either fails, the robot controllers are
immediately killed. Additionally, for cases where the care recipient
cannot move their head, an experimenter sits beside the robot with
a hardware switch at hand that can immediately cut robot power.

2.2 Design Principle: Portability
The robot-assisted feeding system should seamlessly �t into

users’ eating routines and environments. No mandatory wires con-
nect the utensil to the rest of the robot or the wheelchair. Therefore,
the robot has full range of motion with no danger of any wire snag-
ging and causing damage, and a care recipient can have it put down
the utensil after eating so they can use their robot arm for other

https://control.ros.org
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Figure 2: Bite acquisition: an action space derived from human data

for online learning within a contextual bandit framework [6].

tasks. Onboard compute—a laptop and router mounted to the back
of the wheelchair—can be powered by any standard wheelchair bat-
tery. Our software functions without the need for reliable internet
connectivity or external computation.

2.3 Design Principle: User Control
The system should provide users control over the feeding pro-

cess [9]. This is partially achieved by making the user interface
the seat of logic (Sec. 1.2), controlling their path through the state
machine. This ensures the user can pause at any time and decide
what happens next, not just for safety, but also for comfort and
convenience. We additionally emphasize customization: allowing
the user to set the robot speed, bite transfer motion, interface mode,
etc. This is in contrast to other systems like Obi 3, which generally
have a �xed con�guration for a meal. Preferences can vary greatly
between users and depend on the environment they are eating in,
so users should be provided intuitive and expressive controls to
customize the robot-assisted feeding system for their needs.

2.4 Bite Acquisition
We demonstrate the tractably adaptable bite acquisition sys-

tem published this year [6]. The primary contribution is a 26-
dimensional interpretable acquisition schema that encompasses
a comprehensive taxonomy of human acquisition techniques [3],
including skewering, scooping, and twirling. We collect ∼ 500 hu-
man acquisition trajectories to de�ne an expert distribution in this
space. Then, we use k-medioids clustering as a form of spatially
diverse sampling of that distribution. The result is a set of 11 dis-
crete acquisition actions that features emergent behavior described
qualitatively in previous work, such as in-food wiggling, as well
as new e�ective behavior such as an extraction motion that tilts
back so food falls onto the utensil. We utilize a contextual bandit
framework augmented with haptic post hoc context[7], to achieve
online adaptability. The robot will try di�erent discrete actions with
new food items and will �gure out the best one over the course of
8-13 attempts.

2.5 Bite Transfer
After picking up a food item from the plate, the robot trans-

fers it to the care-recipient’s mouth. For care-recipients able to
lean forward, the robot positions the food at a user-customizable
distance from their mouth, enabling them to bite o� a stationary
fork. For care-recipients who cannot lean forward, the robot places
food directly in their mouths using a method [8] with two key
components:

1. A real-time mouth perception method that combines inputs
from multiple in-hand cameras to be robust to utensil occlusion.

3https://meetobi.com/

Figure 3: Bite transfer: multi-view mouth perception and physical

interaction-aware control for an in-mouth hand-o� [8].
This method enables the robot to detect, adapt, and respond to
both voluntary and involuntary head movements, and pause mid-
approach if the user is not ready (talking / mouth closed).

2. A physical interaction-aware control method that uses mul-
timodal sensing (visual + haptic) to discern the nature of the in-
teraction and react accordingly. This enables the robot to navigate
inside the user’s mouth while avoiding incidental physical interac-
tions, accommodate involuntary physical interactions, respond to
in-mouth manipulation, and retract after an intentional bite.
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